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A Message From 
The Principal
Greetings from Youngker High School

It’s hard to believe that we are fast approaching the end of the first 
semester of the 2022-23 school year at YHS.  We are proud of all of 
the hard work and commitment to student learning that has been 
demonstrated by our faculty, staff, students, and parents as we 
began the new school year.  We are very appreciative of the collective 
contributions of all our various stakeholder groups.  A special shout 
out and thanks to our comprehensive YHS community for all of their 
support this semester!
 
We are continuing to move forward with our plans and preparations 
for the second semester at YHS.  Currently, we are finalizing plans 
for the completion of the first semester, as well as preparing for final 
exams on December 15 and 16.  We are looking forward to the start 
of the second semester and look to build on all of the successes that 
have been generated in our first semester of the 2022-23 school 
year.  On behalf of Youngker High School, we wish everyone Happy 
Holidays and a Happy New Year! Go Roughriders!
 
Sincerely,
Michael Sivertson, Ed.D
Principal
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Employee & Students of the MonthEmployee & Students of the Month

BUHSD Employee of the Month BUHSD Employee of the Month

Future Ready - Student of the MonthCTE - Student of the Month

Kari Stallcop, Teacher - Science Tom Rassmussen, Coach

Emma - LeClercIsabella Wright

Congrats to our November/December Roughriders of the month at YHS
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Employee & Students of the MonthEmployee & Students of the Month

BUHSD Employee of the Month

Future Ready - Student of the MonthCTE - Student of the Month

Christina Williams,
Teacher - CTE/Medical Assisting

Payton MaciasDaysia Oliver

Congrats to our November/December Roughriders of the month at YHS
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She’s been the friendly, welcoming voice 
(with a New York twist) in the front office of 
Youngker High School, practically since its 
inception: Mrs. Ellen Aquino. Ellen made sure 
every staff member, student, parent, or visitor 
to YHS received a warm greeting on the way 
in. As of late November 2022, Ellen has retired, 
and the YHS community will miss her greatly. 

I had the pleasure of sitting down with Ellen 
and talking to her about her life in and out of 
school. Even after 16 years of working with her, 
there was much I did not know.

Ellen began life in Ridgewood, Queens, New 
York, moving with her family to suburban 
Long Island as a young child. She loved her 
childhood on Long Island, describing being 
out and about with other neighborhood kids 
and loving the “sense of community” in her 
neighborhood. She loved that “everyone 
stayed together,” and would often visit her 
grandparents back in Queens. 

Staff Staff 
HighlightHighlight
Staff Feature Article by Staff Feature Article by 

— Micah Blaisdell

In 2007, Ellen applied 
to be a secretary, 
telling me she 
“wanted to be out 
front” and interact 
with people.

Ellen Aquino
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In her early 20s, she ventured to the 
Copacabana (yes, that one. I asked!) along with 
a friend, who was meeting a date. Her friend’s 
date brought a friend along, and Ellen found 
herself on a blind date. That blind date was 
with Bobby, who has been her husband now 
for 43 years this August. 
   
Ellen’s first career was in dental assisting, 
which she began in a trade school during high 
school and ended up doing for 25 years. At the 
same time, she began doing nails and driving 
a bus for special needs students in her local 
community. 

Driving that bus was Ellen’s first foray into the 
world of education, and she formed a bond 
with the students she drove, who ranged in age 
from 18 months to 21 years old. 

After 25 years of these jobs and New York 
winters, Ellen and Bobby decided to retire to 
Port St. Lucie, Florida, where they stayed for 18 
years. Living through a few major hurricanes 
changed their minds about Florida, so Bobby 
proposed a move to California, which Ellen 
called “too much!” However, during a 25th 
wedding anniversary trip to Las Vegas, Ellen 
and Bobby took a road trip to Williams, 
Flagstaff, and Sedona, Arizona. In Ellen’s 
words, she realized that Arizona “wasn’t all 
desert” and the couple quickly realized that 
Arizona would be their new home. In 2005, 
they found a new home in Goodyear, then on 
to West Park in Buckeye a couple years later.

In 2005, Bobby applied for a job at BUHSD, 
and Ellen followed suit. Ellen’s first job in the 

district was as a parapro at Estrella Foothills. 
Then in 2007, she applied to be a part of a 
brand-new school opening in the district: 
Youngker High School. Our original principal, 
Johnny Ray, came to interview her at EFHS, 
and she was quickly hired on as a parapro at 
YHS. After two years as a para, YHS’s front 
office staff needed to grow to match the growth 
of our community. So, Ellen applied to be a 
secretary, telling me she “wanted to be out 
front” and interact with people. Ever since that 
moment, Ellen has been a welcoming fixture 
in our front office, creating a tone for our 
community.

So, what are Ellen’s plans now? First, she wants 
to just relax, which she admitted is a hard 
adjustment at first. She called not having to get 
up and be somewhere and eating on her own 
schedule as “weird, but good weird.” Her initial 
plans are to travel: to her sister in January 
and her best friend in April. And in case you 
were worried, she doesn’t plan on moving 
anywhere else. She and Bobby love the sense of 
community here in Buckeye (not to mention 
she does not want to return to cold winters!)

The YHS community will miss Ellen’s hard 
work and welcoming conversations in the front 
office. We wish you a relaxing and fulfilling 
retirement! We thank her for the last 16 years 
at YHS. 
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“I Guess this is 
Goodbye”
“On October 3rd we said good bye…

For those that don’t know the practice gym at Youngker is being 
converted in to 12 new classrooms.

I’m usually pretty nostalgic about my experiences, but today was also a 
little sentimental as I considered my time in this gym.

First match I coached at Youngker…

Large majority of practices for school and club teams…

Countless club tournaments and games…

And where I first met the people that allowed me the opportunity to 
begin building a program in this community… Carol Jurn, Ryan N 
Morgan Ohlin, Rob Roberson and others.

Academic needs come first. My hope is that our community works to 
support the many opportunities outside of school hours that we will no 
longer be able to provide.

Challenges come…things change…we adapt…we continue to compete.”

— Troy Sherman, Teacher CTE - Film/TV

An ode to the Aux GymAn ode to the Aux Gym

“I Guess This 
is Good Bye”
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Teacher 
Spotlight
Susie HallasSusie Hallas
My name is Susie Hallas, and this is my second year 
here at Youngker. I grew up in a Tiffin, Ohio where I 
was one of seven siblings. I always loved school and 
my teachers were my biggest influences and role 
models in my life. Since my school was Kindergarten 
through 12th grade in one building, I was able to stay 
in contact with my elementary teachers and loved to 
help in their classrooms. This led to me making the 
decision to go to college to become a teacher! I was 
the only person in my family that went to a 4-year 
university and move away from my small town. 

I went to college at the University of Toledo and 
later transferred to Youngstown State University, 
where I graduated with my bachelor’s degree in 
Middle Childhood Education with an emphasis in 
Math and ELA. During my senior year of college, I 
realized that there teaching jobs in Ohio were few 
and far between. I decided to attend a job fair to get 
experience interviewing and explore options out of 
state. I was surprised to be offered contracts to teach 
in Phoenix, Glendale, and Las Vegas. My boyfriend 
(now husband) and I decided to take a chance and 
move to Arizona where I began my career teaching 
6th grade math in Glendale Elementary School 
District.  

I worked in the Glendale Elementary School District 
for 15 years. I taught middle school math, honors 
Algebra, and honors Geometry. After 6 years in the 

classroom, I accepted a job as a Math Instructional 
Coach and then became a New Teacher Induction 
Instruction Coach for the district. I loved working 
with new teachers and helping them develop in their 
fist year of teaching. During the pandemic, my school 
district expanded its online school, and I was asked to 
teach 3rd grade online. I realized how much I missed 
being a classroom teacher and the impact I can make 
on students. Since I have always enjoyed teaching 
Algebra, it felt like the right time to make the leap to 
high school! 

I love teaching at Youngker and I know I am doing 
exactly what I am meant to do! My math department 
has been incredibly helpful and the students at 
Youngker have been so kind and respectful. I am 
looking forward to watching my current and former 
freshmen grow into adults and graduate, and I take 
pride knowing that I played a role in their success! 
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Math Department Feature
An important notice from our Math DepartmentAn important notice from our Math Department

We have 3 priorities for the spring semester:

    ACT Preparation
    Professional Development
    Student Recognition

We created an ACT content team last summer. Dawn Stark leads the ACT content 
team. Mrs. Stark will be a presenter at the state ACT conference. She also gave a 
presentation to our district. Teachers will be doing ACT questions in class once a 
week. We have ACT teach strategies we will teach the students. The goal is to have the 
students as prepared as possible to take the ACT in the spring.  

We have 17 teachers in our department. We had 6 new teachers this year. We had a 
goal of doing professional development within our department. We have already had 
an opportunity where 4 of our teachers put on math specific PD’s for the rest of our 
department. Collaboration is the very best way to help teachers grow and improve. A 
special thanks to our Assistant Principals, Mr. Epley and Mrs. Roque, for allowing us to 
do those PD’s within our department.  

In terms of student recognition, we are going to create student recognition for each 
content. The awards will not just be for “Student of the Month.” We are going to 
recognize students for growth and development, regardless of their grade. We are 
going to recognize students for their work ethic, regardless of their grade. 

If you are a parent, and you have a student who needs extra help, they can contact their 
teacher. Every one of our teachers, except those who coach a sport, are in their rooms 
tutoring students after school. They are available each and every day to tutor students. 
For some reason, if a teacher is not available on a given day, you can contact me as 
the Department Chair (Don.Schopp@buhsd.org) and I will make sure tutoring is 
provided for your student.  

Finally, I would like to recognize our teachers. We have 4 new international teachers 
this year. Every one of those teachers arrived after the school year began in August. 
The teachers in our department are the single reason that transition was made 
possible. A lot of our teachers taught another class on their period. Every teacher in the 
department made time to help the new international teachers. They have met in their 
content teams every week. Each and every teacher in our department cares deeply 
about their students. Every teacher works to build relationships with students. 

— Don Schopp, Teacher - Math
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P.E. Department Feature
An important notice from our P.E. Department

The Physical Education Department had the pleasure of welcoming the Army, in October, as part 
of Red Ribbon Week. Red Ribbon Week is celebrated annually every October and is the nation’s 
oldest and largest drug prevention program. The Army had 6 representatives that presented on 
the dangers of Fentanyl and pain pills. There was an average of 150 students per class period 
that filled the PAC. Each class was highly engaged, eager to answer questions and participated in 
the dialogue. The Army did a fantastic job presenting and making our students conscious of the 
dangers of Fentanyl and pain pills. 

In weight training, it’s that time of the year where students are given the opportunity to qualify 
for leaderboards. The qualifying lifts are: maxing-out in bench, squat, and clean. To end each 
semester in December and May, students in both Weight Training and Athletic Performance can 
max-out and qualify for any of the records. Leaderboards are a long-standing tradition dating 
back to 2007. Students are highly competitive and work hard to take the lead in their weight class. 
Once a student has qualified for a record, they stay on the leaderboards until another student 
comes along and maxes more than the previous record.  

There is a male division with seven weight classes and female division with 5 weight   
classes. Each weight division has 1st-5th place opportunities to qualify. The following students 
have qualified for leaderboards this semester:

    For the Female Division: 

Deli Nieves weighed in at 121.8 and qualified for 1st place the bench at 95 pounds 

Deli Nieves also qualified for 1st place in the clean lift at 125 pounds 

Nevaeh Pablo weighed in at 108.2 and qualified for 3rd place in the squat at 145 pounds 

Emily Rodriguez weighed in at 178.4 and qualified for 5th place in the squat at 160 
pounds 

 

    For the Male Division: 

Adrian Rico weighed in at 218.8 and qualified for 1st place in the squat at 415 pounds 

Isaiah Atkins weighed in at 140.8 and qualified for 3rd place in the squat at 370 pounds 

Isaiah Atkins also qualified for 3rd place in the Clean at 225 pounds 

Antonio Chavez weighed in at 218.4 and qualified for 4th place in squat at 355 pounds
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“Locotubre”
In Mrs. Lucas’ Spanish one classes, students explored music from around 
the world in the “Locotubre” music competition. This teacher-organized 
competition has classes participating from around the world.  Students vote 
on their favorite songs and winning songs progress in a bracket formation 
until one comes out the winner. There were as many as 60,000 students 
voting on any given song match-up this fall. This year’s theme was Spanish 
language music through the decades, highlighting music from the 70s-2000s. 
The final winner was “Bamboleo” 
by the Gypsy Kings. Students used 
the songs to read about artists 
in Spanish and incorporate map 
skills as well. Each student logged 
who they thought would win the 
competition and the student from 
each class with the highest point 
total won a special prize. 

Teachers with some experience in the field will agree with the idea that the students’ feelings or 
emotions play a role in learning. When I first heard Stephen Krashen talk about the affective 
filter, it made so much sense. Krashen’s hypothesis (back in the 80’s) included motivation, self-
confidence, and anxiety as contributors to this affective filter. This filter could block or facilitate 
language acquisition.  

Here at Youngker High School, the world language curriculum revolves around comprehensible 
input. The premise in this approach is that the focus of instruction is, according to Krashen, 
“meaningful interaction in the target language”. One of the strategies we are using in the classroom 
is to enjoy learning through a variety of fun activities designed to lower this affective filter. The 
lower the filter, the more input is allowed to pass through.  

Comprehensible Input 
and the Affective Filter 
in Language Acquisition
Contributors: Nannette Ortiz and Alicia Lucas

World Language
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“Special Person Interview”
Another activity we use in Spanish one classes 
is a “Special Person Interview”. Martina Bex and 
the Comprehensible Classroom state that this 
activity “builds community”. Some of the benefits 
(according to Bex) that we have experienced 
include: “students finding connection with all of 
their classmates, teachers learning more about 
each one of their students, and everyone’s voice 
and presence is valued”. Students prepare for these 
interviews ahead of time and through the process 
of listening to all their classmates’ interviews, they 
become very familiar with typical questions one 
may encounter when becoming acquainted with 
another person. Mrs. Ortiz had a display of the 
special persons every week in the World Language 
area of the hallway in the 200 building. It was a 
showcase of students’ created posters. 

We look forward to sharing more of the activities we 
use in language acquisition in future articles. You 
can be assured of the fact that language learning is 
not what it used to be. Our students are learning so 
much and they feel good about being able to use it 
since level one. ¡Viva el español!

World Language
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World Language

YHS STUDENT COUNCIL
This year’s student council is blossoming with diversity and innovation! 
We are not only striving towards the embodiment of the Youngker way but 
to improve upon it. We are utilizing events such as homecoming, prom, 
and assemblies to encourage a positive environment for our students by 
promoting participation for all. In doing so we are helping to develop a 
student body capable of excelling academically, socially, and professionally. 

Student council is a club of members ready to guide our school in a new 
direction to create successful students and empowered leaders. As members 
we are hardworking, patient, and resilient towards the many challenges 
that come our way. Events like the ones mentioned earlier have taught us 
that the world is full of adversities that we must learn to overcome. We are 
able to learn new skills such as, time management, public speaking, and 
collaboration. 

Being in student council can open many doors allowing you to grow 
relationships with the student body and staff where we have mutual respect 
for each other because of our leadership role on campus. A commonality 
between us, as members, is our devotion to illustrate the Youngker way by 
taking pride in the diversity of our community and encourage leadership, 
while promoting innovation and communication for it all. 

Student Council Class of 2023

CLUB HIGHLIGHT
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“Youngker Girls’ Varsity Basketball is off to a great start this season. Our Riders 
played in the Scorpion Shootout tournament at Desert Edge High School over 
Thanksgiving Break where they competed against some great competition. 
Despite early season injuries and illness, this team has showed that they are 
willing to go toe-to-toe with any team down to the final buzzer. Looking ahead, 
we are excited for our home opener on December 7 against Casa Grande, our 
Christmas Break tournament at EFHS, and competing against a district rival, 
Estrella Foothills, at the Footprint Center Arena on December 20.”

Sports and Activities
Varsity Basketball Girls

The Varsity Basketball Girls Team

— Kara Thompson, Teacher - Social Studies
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Girls Varsity 
Volleyball 
Recognitions

Boys Football
Recognitions

“Youngker High School Girls Varisty 
Volleyball team was selected as 
this year’s recipient of the AIA 5A 
Conference Sportsmanship Award. This 
award is handed out annually in each 
conference to the team that exhibits the 
highest level of sportsmanship, as voted 
on by the officials.”

Kylie Cumbie - Hitter/Middle Blocker
Destiny Croff - Hitter/Middle Blocker
Liliana Godinez - Libero
Tailynn Sherman - Setter

Troy Sherman

Liliana Godinez

Tailynn Sherman

Kylie Cumbie

ALL - REGION 1st TEAM

REGION COACH OF THE YEAR

REGION OFFENSIVE PLAYER OF THE YEAR

REGION DEFENSIVE PLAYER OF THE YEAR

REGION PLAYER OF THE YEAR

Jacob Lira, 4A Southwest Offensive Player of the 
Year &1st Team Quarterback 

Caleb Stevens, 1st team Wide Receiver 

Austin “Tank” Ussery, 1st Team Offensive Line 

Darius Wiley, 1st Team Defensive Line 

Christopher Moreno, 1st Team Defensive Back 

Evan Aguirre, 1st team Returner, 2nd Team Wide 
Receiver, Honorable Mention Defensive Back 

Zaydin Sanchez, 2nd team Linebacker 

Hayden Williams, 2nd team Offensive Line 

Jantzen Ginger, 2nd team Running Back 

Xavier Harper, Honorable Mention Def Line 

Demias Pablo, Honorable Mention Linebacker 

Jesus Ordonez, Honorable Mention Wide Rec. 

Please congratulate the following football student-athletes on their 4A 
Southwest All-Region Selections! 
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Competition at Estrella Foothills

Coach Sekoch, Coach Scott, Players, University of Arizona 7 on 7 Tournament

CHEER & FOOTBALL
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BOYS
SOCCER
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Mr. Ade  Adedirin and Monisha - shared their native culture on areas of food, 
dressing, dance, and general behavior of people from India and Nigeria with 
their American students. The students listened with rapt attention to what we 
had to share, briefly, before the Math lesson continued. 

Sharing CulturesSharing Cultures
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FBLA
BUSINESS & MEDIA 
CHAPTERS
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HOSA
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WORLD LANGUAGES AWARD CEREMONY


